Dear Sir
September - 6 - 2010
CANON MACHINERY INC.

Request for safe handling of our devices

In order to ensure your safety while handling our devices, we carry out safety measures,
and we call to your attention the various safe handling methods. However, improper use
of our devices, such as those described in examples below, could lead to work-related
accidents. Please abide by next instructions to ensure your safety while handling
devices.
Sincerely
― Note ―
■Instructions for handling devices:
１）Request regarding safe interlock.
① It is very dangerous to remove the safe interlock and run device automatically.
Strictly do not remove safe interlock as this will lead to accidents.
② Please carry out maintenance with safety interlock in place.
③ There are some devices where the safe interlock and area sensor are only activated
during auto-run. In this case, manual operation and origin return can still be
carried out even with the cover opened. For devices such as these, strictly never
put your hands into the device. Please check the indications (signal tower, the
illumination of the switches) to be sure that the device has stopped.
④ There are cases where the operation sequence of the device is not complete yet
even if it seems that the drive part has stopped. Please confirm it by the stop
indications. Please check the signal tower, the illumination of the switches etc.

2）Request regarding the circuit breaker.
The electrical parts of the device will deteriorate with time. There are cases
where the circuit breaker detects deterioration, and begins work. When the
circuit breaker is switched ON without the abnormality being fixed, there are
dangers of ignition and smoke emission. In this case please contact us in order
to determine cause.
3）Request about cleaning inner part of device.
When dust collects on the inner part of device, particularly on the electric
circuits, the electrical parts will heat up and could possibly ignite and emit
smoke. Please often clean the outlet connection part and the electric circuit
part. When you have used our device for a long period of time, please be sure
to carry out inspections and cleaning.

Thank you.

